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INTRODUCTION

The realm of high-power millimeter-wave sources is presently dominated by \·acuum
tube devices. Howe,·er, compared to solid-state sources, tubes are more expensi,·e,
require higher-voltage power supplies, and have shorter lifetimes. On the other hand,
the power generated by solid-state sources drops off drastically at high frequencies.
This has resulted in a variety of power-combining schemes, usually in waveguide cavities or with transmission lines [1]. Recently, attention has turned to combining the
outputs of a large number of solid-state devices quasi-optically by placing them in a
Fabry-Perot resonator [2-4]. A grid loaded with active devices such as !viESFET's
produces a planar sheet with a reflection coefficient greater than unity. A resonator
provides feedback that couples the devices together and permits the acti,·e sheet to
be used as an oscillator. In this paper, we present a 100-element planar grid-oscillator
consisting of MESFET's. This present grid is considerably larger than previous grids
and is a suitable design for monolithic integration.
TRANSMISSION-LI1"E !VlODEL

A diagram of the MESFET grid is shown in Figure 1. To predict the beha,·ior of
a device when placed in the grid, we need to determine the impedance presented to
the device at its terminals. Assuming the grid to be infinite and the devices to be
locked together in phase and frequency, we can impose boundary conditions along
the grid symmetry lines. In effect, this reduces the problem of analyzing the grid
to that of analyzing an equivalent waveguide as shown in Figure 1. A transmissionline model for the grid is derived by performing an EMF analysis for a MESFET
in this equivalent waveguide. The circuit that represents a MESFET placed in the
grid is shown in Figure 2. The reactive elements represent energy spent in producing
evanescent modes and the transmission line represents the propagating TEM mode.
The mirror and substrate are represented by a shunt reactance jB. A center-tapped
transformer describes the coupling of the gate and drain currents to the TEM mode.
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equivalent waveguide

Figure I. Schematic of the MESFET Grid Oscillator. Boundary conditions on the symmetry
lint's reduce the grid to an equivalent waveguide as shown. Adjacent leads share bias lines.
Tlu• "'lid lines represent electric walls (tangential electric field is zero) and the dashed lines
magnetic walls (tangential magnetic field is zero).

Figure 2. Transmission-line model for the MESFET grid.

Simulation of the grid is carried out by calculating the reflection coefficient the grid
presents to a normally incident plane wave. The device is added to the model by using
its measured s-parameters and treating it as a two-port.
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Figure 3. (--)Theoretical and (x) measured mirror tuning curves for the MESFET Grid.
The theoretical curve was obtained using the transmission-line model and measured ~IESFET
small-signal s·parametcrs.
DESIGN AJIID lvfEASUREMENT

The transistors used in the grid are Fujitsu low-noise MESFET's (FSCllLF) mounted
on a 0.5 mm thick Duroid substrate with Er = 2.2, backed up with a 2.5 mill thick
Duroid substrate with Er = 10.2. All transistors share the same gale and drain bias
lines. The grid is Scm (1.33A) across and the grid period is Smm (0.133A). The grid
oscillates ncar 5 GHz and can be frequency tuned with mirror spacing from 4.8 GHr. to
5.2 GHz (Figure 3). The far-field radiation patterns for the grid arc shown in Figure 4.
From the pattern we calculate the directivity to be 16 dB. The ERP is measured to be
25 'N. The DC input power is 3 W and the power radiated from the grid is calculated
to be 0.625 W. This gives a DC-to-RF efficiency of 20%.
CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a planar grid oscillator which combines the outputs of
100 devices quasi-optically. The planar configuration is attractive because it is corn·
patabile with present-day IC fabrication techniques. In addition, the grid's structure
leads to a transmission-line model that can readily be applied to design future larger
grids. This approach is particularly attractive for wafer-scale integration at millimeter
wavelengths.
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Figure 4. (a) E-plane (-)and 1!-plane (·--)patterns for the 1\!ESFET grid. (b) Farfield radiation pattern of the grid. The axes arc given in terms of spherical coordinates by
0/," = 0 'in</> and Ou = 0 cos</>. The vertical scale is linear in power.
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